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EDDY CURRENT ANALYSIS IN FUSION DEVICES

by

L.R. Turner

ABSTRACT

In magnetic fusion devices, particularly tokamaks and reversed field

pinch (RFP) experiments, time-varying magnetic fields are in intimate contact

with electrically conducting components of the device. Induced currents,

fields, forces, and torques result. This note reviews the analysis of eddy

current effects in the following systems.

1. Interaction of a tokamak plasma with the eddy currents in the first wall,

blanket, and shield (FWBS) systems.

2. Eddy currents in a complex but two-dimensional vacuum vessel, as in TFTR,

JET, and JT-6O.

3. Eddy currents in the FWBS system of a tokamak reactor, such as NET, FER,

or ITER.

4. Eddy currents in a RFP shell.

The cited studies are chosen to be illustrative, rather than exhaustive.



1. INTRODUCTION

In devices for the study and application of magnetic fusion, particularly

in tokamaks, time-varying magnetic fields are in intimate contact with elec-

trically conducting components of the device. Induced currents, fields,

forces, and torques result. Analysis of these electromagnetic effects is

required in order to design a device with mechanical integrity and predictable

operation.

Jukes' ' identified many computer codes for engineering design in fusion,

including time-varying electromagnetics. Earlier, Lari and Turner^ '

attempted a comprehensive survey of eddy-current codes for all applications.

The survey listed forty two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D)

codes. Other codes existed at the time it was published, and today there must

be several times that many. Molinari'3) is carrying out an ongoing tabulation

of commercially available codes.

What is most striking in surveying the 3-D eddy current analysis for

fusion devices, and for other applications as well, is the variety of methods

and variables that have been employed. Most 2-D analyses use the finite

element method (FEM) with the one-component vector potential A as variable.

In 3-D analysis, particularly for complex geometries such as a tokasnak first-

wall, blanket and shield (FWBS) system, there is no one standard method or

choice of variables.

This note can only sketch an outline of the approaches that have been

tried in eddy current analysis of tokamaks and other experiments. Fortu-

nately, two ongoing series of conferences and seminars provide descriptions of

individual codes and methods: the biennial COMPUMAG conferences (Oxford 1976,

Grenoble 1978, Chicago 1981, Genoa 1983, Colorado 1985, Graz 1987, and Tokyo

1989), and the biennial eddy current seminars at the Rutherford Appleton

Laboratory (RAL) in 1981, 1982, 1984, 1986, and 1988. Beginning with Chicago,

the COMPUMAG proceedings have been published in IEEE Transactions on

Magnetics* ^. Proceedings of the earlier COMPUMAG Conferences and of the RAL

seminars were published by the hosts; some of these may still be available.



2. TOKAMAKS - THE NEEDS

The First Wall, Blanket and Shield (FwBS) system of a tokamak reactor can

experience several electromagnetic effects. Four of these are:

1. Plasma stabilization and reduction of plasma motion.

2. Protection of the reactor systems against the electromagnetic consequences

of a plasma disruption.

3. Delay of the penetration of ohmic-heating flux and control field from

coils outside the blanket into the plasma region.

4. Eddy current forces and torques on FWBS components.

In general, the first two effects aid the operation of the reactor while the

last two hinder it. However, it is difficult to take advantage of the former

without having to deal with the latter.

Distinction should be made between the electromagnetic effects in

existing devices and in future fusion experiments and reactors. First, in

existing devices, the induced eddy currents are almost entirely toroidal while

in future tokamaks, the currents will be more complex, with poloidal compo-

nents and possibly radial components as well. Second, plasmas in existing

tokamaks are surrounded by thin vacuum vessels, with short time constants with

very little delay and perturbation of the poloidal field. Plasmas in future

tokamaks will be surrounded by thick FWBS structures, which will introduce

sizable poloidal field delays and perturbations.

Most existing fusion experiments, TFTR, JT-6O, and JET in particular,

have bellows or other segments to provide continuous but high resistance first

wall current paths. The high resistance bellows sections decrease the L/R

time constant of the first wall, facilitate magnetic flux penetration, and

tend to limit the induced current flowing in the first wall; but to first

order they do not change or constrict the current path. Induced currents flow

toroidally, do not interact with the toroidal field, and can generally be

modelled by a relatively small number of coaxial current loops. Other fusion

devices, such as PLT, have had a dielectric break in the vacuum vessel to

prevent circulating currents. Opposite currents flow on the inside and

outside surfaces of the vessel, and the currents decay even more quickly, but

their analysis is similarly fairly straightforward.



By contrast, future fusion reactors will have segmented FWBS components

to permit remote maintenance and convenient replacement of FWBS sectors.

Induced currents in the first wall will flow from sector to sector at a

limited number of electrical connectors. Current paths will not be strictly

toroidal; there will be poloidal current components where the current

constructs near the connectors. If maintenance and materials considerations

force the connectors to be located at the back of the FWBS sectors rather than

at the first wall, there will be radial currents as well. (Concerns about

arcing may eliminate this design alternative.) These radial and poioidal

currents and the non-axisymmetric toroidal currents will introduce transient

field ripple into the plasma region, possibly up to many hundreds of gauss in

magnitude. Whereas toroidal currents interact only with the poloidal field,

the radial and poloidal currents will interact with the toroidal field,

typically ten times stronger, and produce a severe and complex distribution of

forces and torques.

The segmentation of the FWBS system to facilitate remote maintenance also

introduces the possibility of electrical arcing between segments during a

plasma disruption. If arcing welds neighboring FWBS or limiter sectors

together, removal and replacement of the sectors may result in months of

delay. The danger of arcing may well require that the electrical connectors

between sectors lie no more than 10 cm from the first wall despite the

increased thermal, radiation, and maintenance difficulties that result. Even

if arcing does not weld neighboring sectors together, it can provide a low-

resistance current path between them and produce eddy currents, forces, and

torques far higher than those designed for the nominal case of no arcing.

The field from the EF (Equilibrium Field) coils and flux from the OH

(Ohmic Heating) coils must penetrate into the plasma region without undue

delay or distortion. In existing fusion experiments, the major encumbrance to

field penetration is the thin and high-resistance first wall, deliberately

designed to have a short L/R time constant (0.5 ms in JET, 3 ms for TFTR) in

order to minimize electromagnetic delay.

However, in future fusion reactors, the major encumbrance to field

penetration will be the thick blanket and shield sectors, truly three-

dimensional bodies, with large thickness relative to the skin depth and L/R

time constants of order 100 to 300 ms. Moreover, the gaps between sectors



will be small and convoluted to prevent neutron streaming. The computation of

a complete 3-D system with narrow gaps is beyond existing capability.

Finally, non-axisymmetric conducting first wall segments, electrical

connectors between those segments, and active or passive saddle coils

enclosing the plasma region may be needed for the control of plasma posi-

tion. However, these conducting elements may interact electromagneticalJy

with the changing magnetic fields from the PF coils or from a plasma

disruption to create problems of force restraint or power demand which would

be highly expensive or even impossible to solve through conservative design.

At prese.it, we cannot adequately determine either if such conducting elements

are needed or what complications they may introduce.

3. TOKAMAKS - MODELLING THE INTERACTION OF PLASMA AND FWBS

Computations of the interactions of a tokamak plasma with the FWBS

system, in particular the study of plasma disruptions and their consequences,

frequently display an anomaly. In some cases, the plasma is described by a

detailed MHD calculation, and the surroundings treated as a perfectly

conducting, axisymmetric shell. In others, the FWBS is treated as a complex

3-D geometry with varying conductivities, and the plasma as a fixed filament

with current varying in a simple way, linearly or exponentially, with time.

Recently, there have been some attempts to treat the plasma and FWBS in

similar detail. The DSTAR code*5) treats the plasma with the Tokamak

Simulation Code (TSCr , and models the FWBS with many resistive loops

inductively coupled to each other and to the plasma. TSC solves the coupled

MHD and Maxwell's equations for a resistive plasma. DSTAR has been applied to

the Tokamak Fusion Core Experiment (TFCX)*5^ and to TIBER-II.

Segmentation of the FWBS is modelled in DSTAR by requiring a zero net

cirealating current in the loops representing the FWBS. That is a reasonable

first approximation for segmentation effects, but is unsatisfactory in certain

regards.

First the paths and the magnitudes of the poloidal and radial (P&R)

currents are not determined, and so it is not possible to calculate the forces

arising from the interaction of the P&R currents with the toroidal field.



Second, for a highly segmented FWBS (16 or more segments), the P&R

portions of the current paths may have resistance as high as that of the

toroidal portions, or even higher. The P&R resistance will affect the

magnitude and distribution of the toroidal currents. Inductive effects from

the P&R currents may have similar effects.

The NET (Next European Torus) Team have undertaken a fuller treatment of

electromagnetic effects on the FWBS from plasma descriptions using the two

codes PROTEUS(7) and CARIDDI(8).

PROTEUS is an axisymmetric finite element code to study plasma

behavior. It is used to model plasma evolution, instabilities, and

disruptions. It can include external structure (passive stabilization) and

circuits (e.g. active stabilization). The code can treat non-linear iron;

hence it can be calibrated to JET results.

Diffusion effects are calculated simultaneously with MHD equilibrium

through a Galerkin procedure rather than by switching back and forth. That

process improves the solution time by two or three orders of magnitude.

Computations are limited to a resistive time scale (i.e. the Alfen velocity is

effectively infinite), neglecting inertial effects.

CARIDDI is a true 3-D integral code for the current density J (actually

for a unique current vector potential T). The plasma current is treated as a

single filament.

There is little direct 3-D effect on the plasma from the 48 segment first

wall of NET. Poloidal current on opposite sides of each gap are equal and

opposite, and so there is little perturbing field. Major effects are

axisymmetric, namely:

1. Added resistance due to the poloidal current path,

2. Added inductance due to the field in the gap,

3. No net circulating current in the first wall.

As mentioned above, the axisymmetric plasma code PROTEUS permits coupling to

external circuits. Shorting elements together poloidally yields no net

current, and other circuits can incorporate the resistance and inductances.



For N first wall elements on PROTEUS, those resistances and inductances,

in turn, can be determined from N-1 runs of CAFtlDDl, since for solution that

code calculates inductance and resistance matrices. When 1 last spoke with
/ q \

the NET Teanr", they had not yet determined Just what N-1 runs should be done

(ideally, orthogonal current vectors), but the method sounds like the best

available with today's techniques and computers.

Presumably, the coupled computation will give P&R currents from which

Lorentz forces of the toroidal field can be determined.

4. TOKAMAKS - MODELLING THE FWBS

I would date the modeling of a realistic geometry from Kameari and

Suzuki's 1977 eddy current analysis' ' of the vacuum vessel and support

plates of JT-6O. The analysis treated the vacuum vessel as a thin shell with

the two components of current density expressed as the curl of a current

potential V. The equations were formulated from the energy and solved by an

eigenvalue approach. The code EDDYTORUS treated a segment of the odd-shaped

vacuum vessel including holes and resistive regions representing the bel-

lows. Others'11'12' also treated eddy current effects at about that time.

Weissenburger*1^ applied the SPARK code^1^'15^ to the eddy current

analysis of the TFTR vacuum vessel. SPARK is a network code with loop cur-

rents as variables and is now widely used for fusion applications. The TFTR

vacuum vessel was modelled as a shell with high-resistance bellows sections

and with many many ports and lumpy port structures. Results were presented as

a movie.

More recently Chaussecourte, Bossavit, and Verite^ ^ have modelled the

NET first wall segment with the code TRIFOl^1^ and made a movie of the eddy

current distribution. In TRIFOU, the field H serves as variable.

Blum et al/ ' analyzed the eddy currents in the tokamak TORE SUPRA, and

Rubinacci^ *' the eddy currents for INTOR and for the Ignitor experiment.

Thome, Pillsbury, and Langton' ' compared analytical estimates of the eddy

current forces in an axisymmetric torus with the results of calculations with

NMLMAP^21*. Crutzen and Rubinacci*22^ looked at the NF.T eddy current forces

with the code SCILLA.



applied the code EDDYCUFF to the complex blanket of the

Fusion Experimental Reactor (FER). The mesh consisted of multiple shells and

plates in several orientations.

Bell et al. ' compared the measured field penetration through the

structure of TFTR with that predicted by several models. A model by

that included saddle currents with resistances and inductances independent of

those of the axisymmetric currents gave satisfactory agreement with the

measurement.

The problem of applying the forces from an eddy current analysis to a

stress analysis of the structure has been widely discussed'"' ' , but I

will say nothing about it.

5. TOKAHAKS - COUPLING EDDY CURRENTS AND MOTION

Bialek et al.' ' predicted a coupling between eddy currents and

conductor motion, and judged that the coupling would decrease the expected

deflections and stresses in the TFTR bumper limiters dramatically. If the

conductor (limiter) is originally parallel to the constant (toroidal) field,

and if due to the changing (plasma current) field, forces rotate the conductor

so that it cuts the flux of the constant field, then that changing flux will

induce currents and forces that diminish the original currents and forces,

sometimes by an order of magnitude or more.

When applied to a rigid plate free to rotate, the coupling was verified

first by computation with the code EDDYNET^'S0) and then by analysis and

experiments in the FELIX facility*31 >32).

When applied to a cantilevered beam, the coupling was verified by

analysis and experiments on the FELIX facility^,31) an(j by computation^
2).

6. REVERSED FIELD PINCH

A reversed field pinch (RFP) device has a thick stabilizing shell of high

conductivity. In order that the applied fields can readily penetrate the

shell, it normally has poloidal and toroidal gaps. These gaps perturb the

eddy current paths and result in a net field that is not axisymmetric. Vari-

ous approaches have been studied to minimize the asymmetry, e.g. compensated

gaps and multiple shells with the gaps not aligned.



Many approaches have been taken to compute the eddy current effects.

Vogel and Preis'^'' used a network code FEDIFF to study butt joints for the

device ZT-40M. Turner^o) used the code EDDYNET to compare various gaps for

ZT-P. The network codes use filament conductors and can give satisfactory

results away from the walls of the shell but not near the walls. Fukuda et

al.^'J compared the network code FEDIFF and an integral code using the

current vector potential V. For the ZT-40M, they found that the two methods

gave distinctly different results. The reasons for the differences are not

determined. Vogel^°) modified the code FEDIFF to calculate fields from

plates rather than filaments. The exaggerated waviness (sometimes an order of

magnitude) of the filament effects disappeared. More analysis, as well as

benchmarking of the codes, is needed.

Gnesotto et a l . ( ^ studied the effect of gaps and holes in the RFP

device RFX using the surface current density as variable. Uesaka et al.' '

did a similar study of REPUTE-1 with the mesh code INCANET.

7. CONCLUSIONS

It is striking how many different approaches have been used for eddy

current analyses of fusion devices. The shell seems to be particularly

popular, due to its flexibility and simplicity. But even with a shell mesh,

many different choices of variable and solution method are used.

The recent International Electromagnetic Workshops^ ' ' showed similar

results when different codes were applied to the same problem. In some cases,

the computing time could be cut to a fraction without changing the values of

the computed quantities of interest just by recognizing the suitability of

reduced dimensionality or other simplification.
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